Usual response of organism to viral or bacterial invasion represents antibodies production, qualitative and quantitative changes in composition of biological fluids. These changes influence conformation and surface characteristics of macromolecules (proteins), which become apparent in sessile drying drops, when they form aggregates due to salting-out effect and sediment. The bottom adsorption layers change their adhesive and viscoelastic properties in time depending on fluid composition and structure. The aim of this study was verification the idea of using this phenomenon in rapid vet diagnostics. Milk, blood and serum samples of 183 cows were tested using Drop Drying Technology (DDT). A drop of tested fluid dried on a polished quartz plate, oscillated with constant frequency-60 kHz. Mechanical properties of the drop changed during drying, influenced the electrical conductivity of the quartz plate. This signal was converted to the AcousticalMechanical Impedance (AMI) and displayed as a curve in coordinates AMI vs. Time. Shape of the AMI curve reflected this dynamics, and was used as a target for quantitative comparison between * Corresponding author.
Introduction
Drying drop phenomenon has been actively studied all over the world the last 25 years [1] . Thanks to the many possible useful applications, representatives of different professions-from physicists, materials scientists and engineers to forecasters, biologists and doctors-are interested in this research. Last decade medical researchers Savina [2] , Shabalin & Shatokhina [3] , and Rapis [4] had shown experimentally that microscopic structures in dried drops of biological fluids in healthy and ill patients were differing. The same time sessile desiccated drop, as a natural model for studying dynamics of self-organizing processes, actively used in physical experiments. Deegan [5] , Deegan et al. [6] were the first who gave a physical explanation and mathematical description of the drying drop phenomenon. Summarizing the results of research, it can be argued that dynamical processes in the drops at the same environments and drop volume are governed by a set of factors: liquid composition and structure (dispersity) [6] [7] , wetting ability [8] - [10] , liquid/substrate thermal conductivities ratio [11] , substrate roughness [12] [13], as well as initial level of pH and salinity [14] . These factors influence such characteristics as a drop shape [15] , surface thermocapillary (Marangony) flows [16] - [18] , redistribution of the chemicals in accordance with their surface and diffusive properties [19] - [21] , total evaporation intensity, and diffusion capacity [22] . Thus, if we standardize the environmental conditions, drop volume and substrate, all processes in the drying drops will be defined solely by liquid content and structure. As a result of a lot of identical interrelated events, a unique dried drop image arises [23] [24] . Nevertheless the simplicity, dried drop microscopy of biological fluids did not have a broad distribution in rapid medical diagnostics due to some inconveniences: first, drops of volume of 10 -20 ml were used became ready for microscopic analysis only after 2 -5 days of drying process (film water evaporation time from gel and texture formation); second, lack of strong formalize description of diagnostic morphological structures, which led to subjective inconsistent estimation; third, using of semiquantitative methods of accounting of results. Kim et al. [25] accelerated the processes using small-size drops (100 nl) and 24-hours drying of the drops on glass plates in desiccators with hygroscopic powders, as well as development the computer-based classification and clustering of stains using pattern recognition algorithms. This technique allowed the authors to recognize images of stains via inverted microscope as signatures of fluid composition and substrate chemistry, for rapid biological testing. Two datasets of stain images were produced and made available online, one with consumable fluids, and the other with different buffer solutions ("biological fluids"). Brutin et al. [26] had demonstrated that cells-contained fluid (whole blood) also can be used in dried drop method: totally different patterns were formed according to whether the person was healthy or suffer from anaemia or hyperlipidaemia. Killeen et al. [27] proposed a new technology named Droplet Micro Chromatography (DMC) for rapid medical diagnostics. It was based on blood serum stain image progress during desiccation. Shortly, it consisted of registration the dynamics of optical image of small fields of desiccated droplet's surface through special window along droplet's radius with sequential video-signal processing and applying the Support Vector Machine classifier. The authors got dynamical signatures of desiccated droplets, and demonstrated good separation of the drying droplet patterns for myeloma and normal serum samples (Figure 1 ). Our show the "signatures" of (a) and (b), respectively. This "signature" is created by plotting the changes of one parameter (intensity) against respective change in a different parameter (contrast), thus greatly reducing the noise caused by variations of droplet size and desiccation rate (from [27] . Reprinted with permission from Copyright Clearance Certer).
team reported the first results of getting "dynamical signatures" of complex fluids, using bottom-up processes in their desiccated drops [28] . Even if the phenomena involved in adsorption dynamics occur at molecular scale, they always correspond to a transient of the interfacial tension that can be monitored at macroscopic scale [29] [30]. Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) has gained exceptional importance in the fields of (bio)sensors, material science, environmental monitoring, and electrochemistry based on the phenomenal development in QCMbased sensing during the last two decades [31] . The mainstream of recent QCM-based techniques is production of special coating layers for quartz plate, which are able to adsorb specifically target chemicals, and evaluate them quantitatively by quartz frequency shift [32] [33]. This approach, for example, allows Lin et al. [34] albumin determination with detection limits of 60 -150 ppm, and Yakovleva et al. [35] glycoproteins determinations from 50 µg/mL to 1 mg/mL. It was possible also to determine toxic components, and a number of specific antibodies in biological fluids, if a quartz plate coating contained immobilized specific antigens [36] [37] . Preparing of such coatings is quite difficult, expensive and long-time procedure. Sometimes it is more reasonable using easy, rapid and cheap application of uncoated quartz plate, basing on drying-drop phenomenon-Drying Drop Technique (DDT). The most sensible point here is quartz surface treatment, because it determines hydrophilichydrophobic properties and therefore interaction of liquid drop with quartz surface [38] . As a factor for liquids characteristics and quantitative comparison, we used mostly dynamical sediment forming processes in their desiccated drops, which were detected and traced by acoustical impedancemetry. Different human proteins salt water mixes [39] and natural human biological fluids [28] [40] were tested. There was proofed experimentally that dynamics of Acoustical-Mechanical Impedance (AMI) of drying drop is the ID characteristics of a liquid [41] - [43] . Thus, we had hoped to be able to distinguish infected animals from healthy ones, keeping in mind increasing of antibodies production, qualitative and quantitative changes in composition of biological fluids. The idea of our approach is reflected at the sketch (Figures 2(a)-(f) ). Initially sessile drop is a homogenous colloid liquid, and evaporation flow from the liquid-air surface quite steady (Figure 2(a) ). At the beginning of drying process due to heat exchange between drop, support and air, thermocapillary flow arises, and carries out colloid particles to the triplicate border zone. Together protein/salt relation falls at the central part of the drop [21] , and salting-out process develops. Thus, the first liquid-solid phase transition vector is directed from periphery to the center. At the same time, upper and bottom adsorption layers begin to form. Upper layer sometimes can limit total evaporation level and hereby take part in drop's kinetic processes too. But, in real biological fluids usually bottom layer is more intensive, and grows up sooner. Thus, the second liquid-solid vector in sessile drop is directed bottom-up (Figure 2(b) ). If we impose a shear load to the drop's support, the bottom sediment will manifest its physical properties, such as mass, friction, adhesion level, viscoelastic features (Figure 2(c) ). If a drop dries on a polished quartz sensor plate, which oscillates with constant frequency, it is possible to trace the dynamics of integral mechanical properties of a bottom sediment layer by acoustical impedancemetry.
In accordance with our technology, this dynamics is reproduced as a curve in coordinates AMI vs. Time. Its geometrical features can be parameterized by some special algorithms, and compared quantitatively with corresponding etalon (for example, "norm-pathology") (Figure 2(d) ). The results of statistical comparison are represented on a plane of features in coordinates of selected algorithms-the Shape Indices (Figure 2(f) ). Detailed description of the technology can be found in [39] [43] [44] . In this paper, we demonstrate and analyze the results of testing whole blood, serum and milk samples from control cattle, and those animals, which gave positive serum reaction for leucosis virus and tuberculosis bacteria carrying revealed by standard veterinary diagnostic procedures. Thus it was known in advance with a certain degree of probability, which animals were healthy and were infected. Bovine leukemia virus (BLV) is widespread all over the world. Usually laboratory tests on blood, milk and tissues are required to confirm the disease. Most commonly, diagnosis is based on serology by looking for antibody to the virus in the blood of the animal. Bovine tuberculosis (BTub) is a contagious chronic disease of cattle caused by Mycobacterium bovis and associated with progressive emaciation and tubercle (granuloma) formation involving most usually the respiratory system but also other organs. As well as being of great economic importance to the livestock industry, because humans can be infected, it is also an important public health issue. Standard diagnostics requires 3 -14 days, special chemicals and time-consuming procedures. DDT analysis takes 20 min, and one drop of biological fluid of volume of 3 µl. Thus, it confirms a relevance of the study.
Materials and Methods

Taking and Preparation of Biological Fluids
Holstein dairy cattle, Black and White suit, 1 to 3 years old were used in the experiments. Blood, milk, and blood serum were sampling from 10 cattle herds in Tatarstan (Russia) from seropositive bovine leukemia virus (BLV+) animals, were detected as a result of routine veterinary examination using an agar gel immunodiffusion test (IDAG) [45] . The international standard method for detection of bovine tuberculosis (tuberculin test) was also used. It involved the intradermal injection of bovine tuberculin purified protein derivative (PPD) and the subsequent detection of swelling (delayed hypersensitivity) at the site of injection 72 hours later [46] . The cows, which gave seronegative reaction to BLV and BTub, were used as a control group. Blood was sampling from jugular vein with sterile needle and put into sterile tubes of volume of 10 ml. Serum was prepared from blood, which was preliminary heated in thermostat for 60 min at + 30˚C -35˚C for coagulation, and subsequent cooling in refrigerator at +4˚C for clot retraction. Serum was taken from the tubes by sterile pipette and put into 1.5 ml eppendorfs. Milk samples were collected immediately after milking and mixing. All biological fluids were collected, pretreated, cooled (4˚C) and delivered by express (9 hours) in 1.5 ml eppendorfs in a hermetically closed thermo-container from Kazan to Nizhny Novgorod. All fluids were preserved before shipping: milk-by 40% formaldehyde water solution (1 drop/100 mL), blood-by 10% EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) water solution (1 drop/1 ml), serum-by dried boric acid (2 g/1 ml). The samples were hold in refrigerator at 4˚C, and heated to room temperature before testing. All laboratory procedures were carrying out with compliance the hygiene standards when working with infectious material (work rules and safety in veterinary laboratories). There were two series of experiments: one was in December 2013, and another one-in March 2014. Overall 183 samples of natural biological fluids were tested ( Table 1) .
DDT Apparatus and Measuring Procedure
Block diagram of the device is reproduced at Figure 3 . A drop of a liquid (volume 3 µl) without any pretreatment dries on the polished end of the quartz plate. The quartz oscillates with constant frequency-60 kHz, which equal resonance frequency of unload resonator. Oscillation amplitude is ≈10 nm, velocity is 5 mm/sec (for water), viscous wave penetration depth into liquid drop is about 10 µm, but, as soon as solidification begins, it increases progressively. Total electrical conductivity of the quartz plate loaded with drop is registered every 5 × 10 −3 sec, herewith intrinsic conductivity of the unload resonator is taking away constantly by the bridge circuit. The final signal of electrical conductivity is converted to acoustical impedance, as (1): 
where |Z| is the absolute value of the acoustical impedance of the drop in contact with resonator surface, I is a registered signal. Really, we squared this index, as |Z| 2 , and got the transformed signal, named AMI, with more expressive shape of the curve for visual comparing.
Mirror polishing quartz plate surface was washed repeatedly by distilled water with cotton swab before and after every testing, blotted by absorbent paper, treated by alcohol wipes (70% ethyl alcohol), and finally blotted by absorbent paper once more. We checked quartz plate clearance by special software, and examined its surface properties by water drop test. At the beginning of working day dried quartz surface was quite hydrophobic: a drop of distilled water (3 µl), gently put on it by micropipette, had a liquid-solid contact aria 6.36 ± 0.15 mm 2 . After the treatment described above it became 6.76 ± 0.22 mm 2 , and repeated treatments did not influence this parameter considerably. Contact aria was determined by means of Levenhuk TopView Image Processing software (China). All testing procedures were carried out at T = 20˚C -22˚C and H = 63% -71% in a special closed room (box) with air cleaner and disinfection (bactericidal irradiator-recirculator Dozar-3, made in Russia).
Measuring module with quartz plate was placed at a special housing, which did not limit evaporation, but protected a drop against incidental air moving in the room. Before testing the samples were warmed up to room temperature, carefully agitated by overturning the tube no less than 10 times, and a drop of volume of 3 µl was placed on the quartz plate end by micropipette (Biohit, Finland). Registration procedure was beginning in automatic mode just after drop placing. In this experiment, we tested only one drop of every sample. At the same time we put 6 -8 drops of every sample of tested fluids (drop volume was 3 µl) on new microscopic slides (ApexLab), treated preliminary by distilled water and alcohol, as well as it was described for a quartz plate. The drops were allowed to dry at room conditions 3 -5 days before microscopic investigation (microscope digital camera Levenhuk C series). Drop desiccation process was also registered by video, and accelerated for viewing later by means of Movavi Video Editor (www.movavi.com).
Software and Analytical Procedure
AMI dynamics during drop drying was displayed at the screen in automatic mode, writing on-line and saving by means of special software. Every curve (some curves) from database (DB) could be displayed at the screen, as well as be represented as a number (numbers) on the plane of features in coordinates of special algorithms (Shape Indices). Description of some Shape Indices, were used here, can be find in Appendix A and Appendix B. Special software "Splitter" calculated arithmetic mean (M) and standard deviation (Ϭ) of selected AMI curves for every Shape Index, and represented them on the screen as M ± 2Ϭ. Calculated parameters for every curve were available also in special window at the interface. After measuring, Shape Indices were calculated for every group of animals, and numerical differences between groups for every Shape Index were represented by the software as M ± 2Ϭ. We used also non-parametric Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney Test (U) as distribution free method for checking up significance of differences between compared groups [47] . Frequency analysis of the estimated parameters of the algorithms was performed using features of the Excel program. Powerful method of artificial neural network processing of the experimental data was also tested in this work as a possible tool for future development. Procedure of disease identification was totally revised, allowing providing preliminary smoothing and normalization of data completely automatically. This data was used later for training of the complicating neural network until the acceptable level of health/disease category identification. This procedure was carried out with the program written in the Python language, designed in the Python (x, y) programming environment (https://code.google.com/p/pythonxy). Efficient feed-forward artificial neural network processing was based on the ffnet library (http://ffnet.sourceforge.net).
Result and Discussion
Blood
Whole blood is the most complex polydisperse system, which represents blood cells (mostly, erythrocytes) dispersion in proteins colloidal water salt solution. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) is usual laboratory test for health surveillance, although its physical-chemical mechanism is still unknown [48] . Every illness anyway influences the blood colloidal stability, and it can be detected by ESR growth. Thus, this index is nonspecific. Blood spots images depend on the packed cell volume (PCV), hemoglobin saturation and oxygenation, and serum composition. High reproducibility of blood drops images of different samples, dried on glass, is represented on Figure 4 . We selected three blood samples of different groups under investigation, which drops dried on the glass looked very similar, and compared their AMI curves ( Figure 5) . It was found that they were not alike. We chose BU_5 and BU_3 Shape Indices for the treatment of the AMI curves of blood samples, and built up joint histograms for the data frequency distribution analysis.
In spite of the fact that control and BLV+ animals in December and March had partially total frequency distribution area (Figure 6(a), Figure 6(b) ), differences between these samples were highly significant (P ≤ 0.01). We fixed also a season shift of the data (Figure 6(a), Figure 6(b) ), whereby the united groups of controls and BLV+ animals of both December and March experiments didn't differ reliably (Figure 6(c) , P ≥ 0.05). As for BTub+ group, it differed from control by the same BU_5 Shape Index (Figure 6(d) ), and BTub+ group placed another area, than BLV+ group (Figure 6(b), Figure 6(d) ), though differences between BTub+ and BLV+ using BU_5 Shape Index were insignificant (P ≥ 0.05). There was found that BTub+ and BLV+ animals can be divided by BU_3 Shape Index (P ≤ 0.01). It recognized BTub+ animals, and disregarded BLV+ group from the control. Thus, using DDT for whole blood samples, we could differ with high significance sick animals from control ones, and split BTub+ (bacteria carriers) and BLV+ (virus carriers) animals.
Serum
Serum is the most commonly used media for medical and veterinary diagnostics, because it has quite constant reference rangers due to homeostasis; it is more suitable for biochemical analyzes and evaluation of special metabolites and antibodies-markers of this or that diseases. Reproducibility of images of serum drops, which dried on glass, was high for every sample, but they differed from sample to sample. The AMI curves of these samples had different shapes too (Figure 7) . In December we've got highly significant differences between the control and BLV+ groups after the treatment of the AMI curves by BU_1 and BU_4 Shape Indexes (P ≤ 0.01). December's BTub+ group differed significantly from control by using BU_6 Shape Index (Figure 8(a) ).
In March BS_1 Shape Index was the most informative (Figure 8(c), Figure 8(d) ). It allowed good separation of control, BLV+, and BTub+ groups both by U criterion differences and the Splitter treatment. Whereas control groups in March and December did not differ in coordinates of the Shape Index BS_1 (P ≥ 0.05), we united them, and compared with all BLV+ animals (Figure 8(b) ). It was found that differences between these two united groups were highly significant. These results suggest that this serum index can be used as a reference for identification of BLV+ animals. Further studies are required.
Milk
Milk is the most variable biological fluid because its content depends on age, hormonal state, season, and nutrition of animal. Milk, as well as serum, contains antibodies that appear in response to bacterial or viral infection at disease. We studied milk in a stall period, when cattle had quite uniform feed and conditions of detention in different farms. Figure 9 shows dried drops and the AMI curves of milk of different groups of animals under study. Reproducibility of drops' images was high. Milk spots in control group had mostly uniform homogeneous structure, when spots of some BLV+ animals, had randomly located holes on the surface, which formed during drying. These holes were due to decreased adhesion of protein aggregates to the glass surface, and led to discontinuities in the protein film under the action of deformation forces. We can assume that milk of BTub+ animals adheres to the glass surface more strongly than in control group. Thus, mechanical properties of the milk samples in the groups under study were different, as well as shape features of their AMI curves (Figure 9 ). In the December series, the Shape Index BU_1 was the best for BLV+ animals recognition (P ≤ 0.01), while the data of BTub+ animals did not differ from control (P ≥ 0.05). The Shape Index BU_4 was highly significant for BTub+ animals recognition, and significant for identification of the BLV+ animals (Figure 10(a) ). It is notable that BLV+ and BTub+ groups took place on opposite sides of the control on the plate of features of the Shape Index BU_4 (Figure 10(b) ). Despite the fact that the data of March series had moved from the December data for both BU_1 and BU_4 Shape Indices, the last one still distinguished BLV+ and BTub+ groups. The united (December + March) data were also distinguished between control, BLV+ and BTub+ animals using BU_1 and BU_4 Shape Indexes respectively (Figure 10(c), Figure 10(d) ). It gives hope to the possibility of diagnosis of these dangerous diseases using simple, rapid and noninvasive method.
Our study showed that using bottom-up process in sessile desiccated drops of biological fluids as a native physical phenomenon, it is possible to get quantitative information about health, and distinguish leukemia virus carriers from tuberculosis bacteria carriers.
It means that qualitative differences between fluids in these groups significantly exceed the total error of the method associated with such unstable object, like a drop. The mechanism of these differences is based on immune response of organism to viral or bacterial invasion, which accompanied by different biochemical consequences, changed fluids content [48] . These effects become apparent when the components of biological fluids (mostly proteins) form aggregates, sediment, and exert their adhesive and viscoelastic properties [49] . In accordance with DDT drop of tested fluid dried on a polished quartz plate, oscillated with constant frequency-60 kHz. Mechanical properties of the drop changed during drying, and influenced the electrical conductivity of the quartz plate. This signal was converted to the Acoustical-Mechanical Impedance (AMI) and displayed as a curve in coordinates AMI vs. Time. Shape of the AMI curve reflected this dynamics, and was used as a target for quantitative comparison between control and infected animals. The joint histograms showed that a part of BLV+ and BTub+ samples usually fall into control group. It is known that the AGID is a specific, but not very sensitive test for detecting antibody in serum samples from individual animals. It is also unsuitable for milk samples (except first colostrums) because of lack of specificity and sensitivity [50] . It is known also that a coinfection with BLV and BTub in a Holstein cow is endemic in many cattle herds [51] . We tested not only serum, but blood and milk from BLV-infected animals, using AGID as a reference test, and got highly significant differences with control group. A large body of evidence now exists to support the high specificity of the single comparative intradermal skin test with typical specificity estimates being greater than 99.9%. However, the sensitivity of the test remains moderate with estimates typically in the range 50% -60% [50] . For checking up the real sensitivity and specificity of DDT test, it is necessary to control the results with blood cells analysis (for BLV+) and postmortem tissue analysis (for Btub+) in future. Also the most representative samples (~100 animals for every sample) would be desirable. Tests of artificial neural networks generally were successful. Such mediums as milk and blood gave reliable identification with the minimal complexity of neural network (1 -2 neurons in a hidden layer) in cases of BLV+ ( Table 2 ). BTub+ cases were quite similar to the previous ones. Meanwhile testing of serum both with BTub+ and BLV+ inclined to the system of significantly worse prognostic ability, which was compensated by increased neural network complexity (5 -8 neurons in a hidden layer). This result may indicate further instability in a practical use. The task of sample preparation and/or further advance in signal preprocessing must be solved in order to approve the feasibility of neural network method. 
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we represented the DDT as one more way to obtain diagnostic information from complex liquids, using biological fluids of healthy and infected cattle, as an example. We did not use any chemicals or pretreatment procedures. Only a native phenomenon of self-organizing processes in sessile desiccated drops participated as a whole in this diagnostics. Dynamics of integral mechanical properties of the bottom adsorption layer, including mass, friction, adhesion and viscoelasticity, keenly reflected a cascade of phase transitions in drying drops due to water evaporation. The fact is that this dynamics was different in control, BVL-infected, and BTubinfected animals. Thus, we have received experimental validation that this technique deserves further development in the direction of veterinary diagnostics. Small-scale production of diagnostic devices should be established to carry out independent tests. By the consumer qualities, our method has advantages over existing methods. First, only one drop of fluid (3 µl), as it is, should be used (versus expensive chemicals and time-consuming procedures in usual techniques); second, the analysis takes ~20 min (versus some days in conventional methods), third, measuring procedure is very easy, and can be available for people without special education; forth, the device is space saver, not expensive, and can be exploited in field conditions. Moreover, such promising method for data treatment as neural networks is available. On the other hand, there are some problems that must be addressed further research. The first is, whether one database for each fluid to be a reference for the different seasons, or they should be season-depending? Can we find invariant features of diseases? If so, cloud reference database can be created and used via computers or smartphones. If not, every farm can create and use its own database. Let's listen to Nature. Figure A1 shows a typical shape of the AMI curve. X-axis is time t, Y-axis is measured values of the AMI modulus A(t). Figure A1 shows two indicated characteristic values of the curve. They are: point of the maximum of abscissa tM and ordinate A(tM) and the steady-state-level SSL. Hereafter the values A(tM) and SSL are used to calculate the shape indices. All the parameters included in the calculated shape indices 1, 3, 6 are determined by the geometry of the curve sections near the maximum. Figure A2 shows the position of point 1 with following properties. This point is located on the horizontal line with level SSL × 1.02 and intersecting with ascending part of the curve (on the left of the tM). The distance s between abscissa of the point 1 and tM is using as its own new scale of the curve. Figure A3 shows the positions of points 2, 3, 4 that are found using the following operations. Point 2 is located on the horizontal line having level SSL × 1.02 and intersecting with descending part of the curve (on the right of the tM). Point 3 is located on the ascending part of the curve and has abscissa (tM − 2s). Point 4 is located on the descending part of the curve (on the right of the tM) and has abscissa (tM + s). Figure A4 shows the position of curvilinear trapezium that is marked with gray. Location of the vertices of this trapezium is clear from the picture. S2 is area of this curvilinear trapezium. The calculated shape indices BS_1 and BS_3 include some combinations of the values were described above. Shape index BS_1 is average derivation of the part of the curve at the interval between points 3 and 1 (marked with gray at Figure A5 ). Figure B2 shows the same curve with indicated value of the AMI steady state level and a point of the maximum AMI(tmax) (marked with □) and its time tmax. Figure B3 shows a curve of measuring current u(t), corresponding with the AMI curve of Figure B1 . Constant value Uo is determined by the device parameters. Figure B5 . The curve UM(t) has two extremums: UM(tmin) and UM(tmax), which are shown in Figure B5 . It is easily to see that the time of maximum UM(t) is the same with tmax of maximum AMI(t) in Figure B2 .
Appendix A. Description of the Base Simple (BS) Shape Indices
( )
Three specific levels of variable UM(t) are introduced, as it is shown in Figure B6 . Level "reject +" (thin dashed line in Figure B6 ) lies on the horizontal beginning part of the UM(t). Level "reject +" is situated above time axis.
Level "reject −" (dot line in Figure B6 ) is situated below time axis at the distance equal "reject +". Level "UM(tmax)/3" (thick dashed line in Figure B6 ) is situated above time axis at the height a third of maximum value of UM(t).
Intersections of horizontal lines of described levels with curve UM(t) give four specific points, as it is shown in Figure B7 .
So there are 6 points on the curve UM(t). Their time coordinates are t1, tmin, t2, tmax, t3, t4. Figure B8 shows the corresponding 6 points on a typical the AMI curve. Area AS4 is introduced, as it is shown in Figure B9 . AS4 is marked with grey. Area SP2 is introduced, as it is shown in Figure B10 . SP2 is marked with grey. Total derivation TD is calculated on the time interval between tmax and t3. This part of the curve is marked as heavy gray line in Figure B11 . 
Calculating Shape Indexes
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